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A THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL FOR FUSION PROCESSES

Arne P. Olson

Applied Physics Division
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, IL 60439

1. Introduction

Active galactic nuclei (AGN) emit unusual spectra of radiation which is
interpreted to signify extreme distance, extreme power, or both. The status
of AGNs was recently reviewed by Balick and Heckman.1 It seems that the
greatest conceptual difficulty with understanding AGNs is how to form a co-
herent phenomenological model of their properties. What drives the galactic
engine? What and where are the mass-flows of "fuel" to this engine? Are
there more than one engine? Do the engines have any symmetry properties? Is
observed radiation isotropically emitted from the source? If it is polarized,
what causes the polarization? Why is there a roughly spherical cloud of ionized
gas about the center of our own galaxy, the Milky Way? The purpose of this
paper is to discuss a new model, based on fusion processes which are not axi-
symmetric, uniform, isotropic, or even time-invariant. Then, the relationship
to these questions will be developed. A. unified model of fusion processes
applicable to many astronomical phenomena will be proposed and discussed.

2. Fusion Reactors in Cosmic Objects

How large is a stellar fusion reactor? Must it be many orders of magni-
tude larger than an earth-based engineering device for controlled nuclear fusion?
Can it be substantially smaller than the radius of the sun? How would we know
if the sun were powered by more than one engine? If an AGN (or the sun) con-
tains several engines, what mechanisms keep them from merging?

Properties of a single engine must, in principle, be known first. Then
one can consider multiple engines and their mutual interactions. Any fusion
reaction process can trade large linear extent for low particle density, and
maintain the same power, provided that radioactive decays are unimportant.
Similarly, a colliding beam geometry is much more favorable to a reaction pro-
cess, because relative velocity and density of projectile and target are all
maximized. The energy evolution rate (power) for a fusion process is

P = RQ, where Q is the energy release per event

R = Nj N2 ~o V, where Nj and N2 are projectile and target

densities, "a is an effective nuclear cross section, and v" is the relative
velocity. Total power is obtained by a summation over all processes, some of
which may have negative values of Q.

Colliding beams in a special geometrical arrangement are proposed to be
the mechanism supporting fusion in AGNs. This arrangement will be called a
Cosmic Fusion Engine (CFE). The ignition and evolution of such a device is



more difficult to contemplate than is its performance once a self-sustaining
(not necessarily steady-state) configuration has been achieved. Nowhere do I
assume or imply that a steady-state condition is realizable; in fact, it may
be quite unattainable. Ignition will be discussed later in this paper.

As an initial state, asume that a domain of space has acquired its own
angular momentum (and axis of rotation), different from other neighboring
domains. In establishing the domains, some type of force such as weak electric
or magnetic fields or self-gravitation may be required. In any event, by random
or forced processes, assume that they exist. Space is no longer isotropic and
uniform. Now assume that an anisotropic "source" exists at the center of the
rotating domain. In two dimensions and for an ideal gas the flow field for a
vortex of strength r plus a source of strength S is:

Vr = + S/27rr, from the sink

VQ = r/2irr, from the vortex .

The resulting velocity V = /yz + S^/lnr is always oriented at an angle of
TAN""* S/r relative to circles of constant radius. Clearly, this pattern
exists for spiral arms in the disk of spiral galaxies. The assumption of an
ideal gas is certainly inadequate - and yet the gross outflow properties from
an AGN to its disk are simply modeled. See Figs. 1-5.

How does this outflow occur? Where is the nominally conserving inflow?
Evidence of high-velocity inflow in our own Milky Way Galaxy is provided by
Mirabel and Morras . Again, the answer is quite simple: a bi-directional axial
in-flow will do quite nicely if it is arranged along the axis of rotation of the
disk. It must be noted that accretion disks are represented as disks which
create bi-axial outflows perpendicular to the disk. The model proposed here is
its inverse in terms of the fundamental flow direction. It also is more complex
in its radial flow patterns: multiple ejection cones are possible for the
engine as a whole. Each arm of the Milky Way (or any other spiral galaxy) is
therefore an ejection cone of material which passed either through or near the
AGN. The AGN is an extended inertial confinement fusio'n device (CFE) occupying
a very large volume relative to a typical star. Its power output is derived by
processing infall material (the colliding initially neutral beams) in a vast
domain having a significant neutron flux component. Hydrogen nuclei (protons)
in a roughly spherical component must be constantly diffusing away from the AGN
as a result of neutron leakage followed by neutron slowing down and decay. The
reaction is:

n->-p + e ~ + v + 0.782 MeV; Tj/2 ~ 12 min.

Furthermore, very high-speed (relativistic) neutrons can travel significant
distances due to time-dilation effects. These neutrons slow down, or "age,"
just as in a nuclear reactor via collisions with particles other than neutrons.
As the protons diffuse away, they slow down by collision with other atoms and
nuclei, and they finally capture an electron to become a hydrogen atom. Addi-
tional details are provided in Appendix I.

Because the protons (nuclei also) and electrons freed by intense photo-
ionization of infall material have quite different masses, a "charge separation"
will occur over a large volume. The electrons will be bound into tight orbits
around magnetic field lines, and will be copious sources of synchrotron radiation.
Infailing heavy charged particles will be "inertially confined" to pass into
the fusion zone. Each ejection cone will define a charge separation volume.



Infall material will accelerate in an electric field provided by the charge
separation, by two forces: first, by gross mass flow (pressure reduction if
dense enough to respond as a gas; otherwise via molecular diffusion), and by
electrostatic forces. The later mechanism is especially applicable to polari-
zable atoms or molecules. Lin.ear molecules would tend to be aligned length-
wise with the impressed electric field, assuming that the "dark matter" infall-
ing fuel far from the CFE is very cold. Such aligned molecules could create
a net flow more readily than if oriented at random.

Upon reaching the vicinity of the CFE, the infalling atoms will be ionized
by Compton scattering or by collision, molecules will be atomized, and a pro-
gression of radiation emissions will occur arranged in spatial sequence by ion-
ization potential and modified by concentration gradients. Easily ionized
materials will be found to have a high recombination rate far from the AGN.
At the opposite extreme, tightly bound inner electrons from high atomic number
elements will mark a recombination zone close to the AGN.

What happens to the ejected products of the colliding beam fusion device at
the heart of the CFE? A highly unusual flow field is set up which is locally
unstable, and yet a global pattern persists. See Figs. 6-9. If the quantity or
quality (for fusion reactions) of infall material flunctuates, then the dimensions
of the fusion zone must quickly respond simply because its properties and dimen-
sions are a consequence of charge, mass, energy, and momentum balances from
competing processes and flows. The conventional view that a system can respond
only with a frequency given by the speed of light divided by its linear dimension
in coherent motion applies to a simple configuration such as a fluctuating point
source driving a gas gloud in its vicinity. It does not simply apply to a CFE
whose active element is an extended volume with a thin surface. In this case,
the coherent domain is the surface thickness but the driving process could be
in-phase over a very much larger spatial domain if an unseen high-frequency
collimation of in-fall material "sets up" the observed high-frequency response.
It is therefore easy to explain "knots" or lobes in galactic arms as indicative
of transient high output from the particular source ejection cone. Furthermore,
the ejected material must on average by directed perpendicular to the infall
material along the axis of rotation. Hence, a galactic disk is created by the
CFE. Its rate of increase of mass is proportional to the power of the CFE. The
boundary conditions are simple. The disk does not exist initially; ignition
of the CFE starts forming the disk out of "dark matter," and eventually rises
to a power peak while dark matter is still plentiful. As the supply of dark
matter (or stray gases pulled from the disk) dwindles, the CFE must slowly de-
cline in output until either it is unobservable or turned off. If this time
scale is many rotations (i.e. a few billion years), then breakup the disk by
random gravitational interactions could create an elliptical galaxy without
perceived CFE, dark matter, or disk. If the elliptical still contains a CFE,
it must only reprocess whole, dense objects such as stars or star clusters as a
discontinuous process, ejecting the processed material over a much wider range
of angles since opposing flows are not always present to cause containment.

Returning to disk formation, it is instructive to consider ejection cone
processes again. It is clear that conceptualizing the particle flows and
densities near a CFE is highly desirable in order to study in detail its pro-
perties. It is proposed that ejected material will be confined to a cone,
with mass flow a function of orientation. A parabolic cylindrical cone may
be only an approximation to its shape near the CFE. With that assumption,
and by choosing an X-coordinate axis down the cone centerline, then m can
be expressed as a function of cylindrical coordinates r and 0 > Material
ejected outside this cone collides with infall flows and is recycled through
the CFE.



Excess (or imbalanced) axial momentum will cause the ejection cone
to rock up or down in the z-direction. Similarly, adjustments in the x-y
plane by mutual forces between ejection cones at the CFE (see Appendix II)
will affect the pointing of the cone axis. Laterial whipping of the ejection
mass flow cone will result if the CFE output is increasing too rapidly to
be taken up with "bumping" and pressure buildup in the cone. Residual un-
cancelled momenta, primarily from z-direction infall, will produce a swirl
circulation transversely to the ejection cone axis which will produce a
mass gradient radially inside the cone, as well as ensure confinement to a
disk. A swirl velocity increasing with distance from the cone axis pro-
bably is created as the ejected flow settles into an organized pattern.
Gravitational forces to the galactic center slowly trade ejection velocity
for potential energy, while surrounding dark matter gas pressure and self-
gravitational forces within the ejection cone confine it. A bent corkscrew
shape is assumed by the ejection cone (arm) as the AGN source slowly rotates.
"Crossings" from arm to arm may be created by gravitational interactions from
random close encounters, aided by excessive mass flows too large to be con-
strained.

As the material ejected along a cone moves away from the CFE it has the
following velocity components:

radial, v r (in arm)

swirl, vQ (in arm)

pattern swirl, V Q (in galaxy)

The usual conservation processes will permit a redistribution of energy and
momentum between these components. An ordered flow is anticipated to result
following some transients near the CFE.

How does the overall mass flow pattern acquire order? It is proposed
that the source/sink vortex flow pattern described acquires an order swirl
through an acoustic streaming effect first described by Lord Raleigh.3 The
Ranque-Hilsch (vortex-tube) effect is described by M. Korosaka^ as ordered
streaming induced by a pure tone - a spinning wave corresponding to the first
tangential mode - which deforms an initial base Rankine vortex into a forced
vortex, resulting in a strong radial temperature gradient. Korosaka's work
is in reference to swirl flow for a vortex sink along the axis of a tube.

"Temperature," from kinetic theory, is just a measure of relative motion
of atoms or molecules of a gas, with 1/2 kT per degree of freedom per particle
when in thermal equilibrium. That is, when the particle velocities in each
degree of freedom satisfy a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and thereby establish
a single temperature, T. If the acoustic swirl is initiated, then the velocity
distribution no longer is space-independent. The particle motion initially had
a normal Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution everywhere, but superimposed on this
was a small net drift caused by the vortex-sink. When velocities from vortex-
sink flow are no longer small relative to random gas motions, the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution no longer applies, and our macroscopic concept of temperature no
longer applies. The result is a linear gradient in tangential swirl velocity in
the plane of the swirl. Velocity components in two degrees of freedom perpendi-
cular to this swirl plane are still able to maintain a nominal Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. The result is a reduced collision rate for particles near the sink
(the pipe axis, along which outflow proceeds), which Korosaka measured as a
dramatic d£op_ in gas temperature, together with a temperature rise in the vicinity
of the tube wall. It is clear that the appearance of an acoustic mode has
created a space-dependent temperature field by ordering the radial velocity
component.



The Ranque-Hilsch effect is a three-dimensional phenomenon observed in a
tube. One simple replaces a physical tube wall with an exterior boundary condi-
tion to a flow field, such as the dark-matter flow in the body of a galaxy. The
interface between ejection cylinder outflow and dark matter flow must be a
place of enhanced relative velocities and local turbulence as a result of flow
mixing. Conditions must be highly favorable for shocks and for spawning smal-
ler CFE-type fusion processes near the outer shell of an ejection arm. Star
formation must be favored all around the perip .ery of a galactic spiral arm.
Shocks from global (galactic) effects of swirl and from local arm shocks must
intersect to form specially intense conditions favorable to creation of star
clusters.

It is proposed that the Ranque-Hilsch effect operates on a wide variety
of scales in various cosmic processes involving ordered mass-flows. First,
it may assist in starting up a CFE by converting an initially uniform tempera-
ture field into a space-dependent one with a cold condensation center along the
spin axis of the gas domain undergoing coherent motion. Then, cold accretion
will eventually form a local highly-dense, but cold, object (at least dense
relative to primordial gas cloud mean density) which as it grows will begin to
exert a significant gravitational effect. Infall velocities must grow, as the
mass distribution shifts to an ever-larger central massive condensed object.
At some point in this process, infall velocities must be sufficient to "turn
on" various observable effects, such as weak radio emission, then thermal
emission, then visible light emission, neutron emission, and x-rays. A CFE is
born.

What happens to the initial condensation? If the incipient CFE is not
provided with enough "fuel," it will never run at high power. Jupiter and the
large gaseous planets would appear to be examples of this evolutionary route.
Radio emission from Jupiter (Jupiter radiates almost twice the power it receives
from the sun) could be ascribed to a very weak central fusion engine, working on
the principles described for this CFE. Jupiter's mass is barely 1% of the
smallest stars known (main-sequence M-type). It's fusion power output is
limited by inability to gravitationally drive a colliding-beara engine to velo-
cities sufficient to cause a" V to be significant. Some small component far out
on the tail of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution does exist, and does cause a
low-level fusion process to take place. The evolution of a gaseous planet's
nuclear composition must then respond to the recycling action of its very weak
fusion engine, resulting in slowly producing an iron-nickel core. It must
also be affected by its external environment - that is, the flux of cosmic rays,
solar wind, solar flare neutrons, etc. In-falls of massive objects onto a
proto-planet must also contribute to its chemical differentiation. They con-
ceivably could affect the fusion engine's activity as well, through disruption
or enhancement of mass flows to and from the engine.

If the CFE is endowed with enough fuel, then its evolutionary path may be
quite different. The initial condensation could heat up enough to expand into
a conventional star, with all the usual properties (but its core is vaporized).
With an even larger fuel supply, it could form a multiple-outflow engine to
drive a nebula or even a galaxy.

It is interesting to observe that the CFE could be quite unstable to
symmetric break-up. The highly-favored direction would be toward low galactic
latitudes. Perhaps it is this process of episodic break-up which permits CFE
to settle down into a more persisent size and form. Planetary formation by
an unstable, small CFE in star-birth seems to be a reasonable consequence.



On a larger scale, break-up of a very massive CFE would be a mechanism to spawn
clusters of galaxies. The dominant galaxy remaining is not necessarily the old-
est in the cluster; multiple break-up of succeeding generations of smaller CFE's
would possibly disguise the original parent body. ;

If, as proposed, large domains of space take up ordered rotation aided by
the acoustic mode from the Ranque-Hilsch effect, it follows that interfaces
between oppositely - rotating domains must present favorable conditions to
ignite a CFE. Even if the universe in the large has no net angular momentum,
random processes would, in time, create the required ordered domains. This
interfacial collision condition follows logically as the basis for the known
large-scale structure of space-time, in which galaxies and clusters of galaxies
are found "connected" in linear filaments and sheets. The large "empty"
domains between the galaxies contributed angular momentum to drive interfacial
collisions and to condense matter via shocks from acoustic waves of almost un-
believable wave-length. If the above process works over a vast range of scales,
then a fractal" pattern is created for the distribution of "light matter."

This model of an AGN and its associated galaxy requires the CFE to have a
rotation period equal to the pattern speed of its ejection cones (arms). The
rotation period of the "dark matter" is presumably longer, because of momentum
conservation (its average radius is very large compared to that of the CFE).
The neutron cloud at the center of the CFE is only directly observable to dis-
tances where time dilation no longer holds off neutron decay. The presence of
a traditional neutron star at the center of an AGN is not, in this model, either
required or excluded. If the AGN is sufficiently massive, the presence of a
neutron star (~1057 nucleons) would provide an alternative object upon which
infall material could accrete. If not present, then a "void" occupies the
innermost recesses of the AGN, which would prompt visions of a central black
hole as the power source. The proposed model would seem not to require a black
hole to function. If a black hole were present, its gravitational forces would
certainly be stronger and would seem to greatly augment the strength of the CFE.

What Forces Hold a Cosmic Fusion Engine Together?

Human endeavors to harness fusion power are concentrated on magnetic or
on inertial confinement. The objective for magnetic confinement is long con-
finement times (of the order of seconds). Plasma instabilities have plagued
the various fusion reactor designs. Nature has contrived to use the same
fundamental forces of nature without regard to global stability. The only
thing that matters in the proposed fusion engine is that its form is nominally
stable, and that it has conveniently arranged inflows and outflows. Man's
own fusion devices have resorted to neutral beam injection to solve the inflow
problem. Nature has also, in the CFE. The outflow problem as well as how to
achieve sufficiently high reaction rates over a long enough duration remain. I
specifically do not mention plasma temperature, because for an anisotropic
fusion device as I have described, our macroscopic concept of temperature is
not only meaningless but conceptually limiting. Nature has found a way to re-
strain colliding neutral beams by a complex flow field held together by elecro-
static, electromagnetic, dynamic (inertial), and gravitational forces. The
domains of charge separation at the head of each ejection arm are dominated by
protons and neutrons (on the inside) with a surface shell of very dense electrons
trapped in gyromagnetic orbits about very strong magnetic field lines. Forces



of electrostatic repulsion must cause each charge separation to stay way from
its neighbors. The particle outflows and associated electric currents create
a magnetic field component which is wrapped around the ejection arm, assisting
in holding it together as long as the arm contains charged particles in net out-
flow. A "nozzle" is created at the location where the beam becomes neutral.

In place of an "accretion disk" is a rotating, roughly circular shell of
intense electron flux. This region has the ability to profoundly affect photons
incident upon it. In ordinary physics, a photon is scattered by a bound electron
which is at very low energy. The laws of energy and momentum conservation apply
and give the energy transfer from a photon to an electron. This electron disk
would seem to be different: its electrons are energetic enough to raise the
energy of scattered electrons by the Inverse Compton Effect. And scattered
photons would be highly anisotropically distributed. It seems that one must
be very careful in extrapolating a few selected measurements of emitted power
in earth's direction to an integral value based on the assumption (not usually
stated) of isotropic emission. For once, isotropy must be forgotten as of any
meaningful assistance.

Are Some Supernova Remnants Powered by a Small CFE?

The Crab Nebula was created by a supernova in A.D. 1054. It contains a
pulsar, NP 0532, which is apparently its source of power. But other objects
classed as supernova remnants such as Cassiopeia A, Puppis A, and the Cygnus
Loop do not contain pulsars. They do emit large amounts of energy in the x-
ray region, apparently from large amounts of hot gas. Are these objects actually
supernova remnants? Are they "dying," or perhaps just oscillating about a given
configuration and power level? Cas A, in particular, can readily be interpreted
as a multi-armed CFE. Cas A is peculiar because it is estimated to have exploded
about 325 years ago, and yet there is no record of such an explosion. Perhaps
there never was an explosion at all, for much longer than 325 years. It would
be a significant observation to ascertain that Cas A is not dying at all, but
instead is trying to acquire a condensed object in its core upon which to build
a conventional star.

Relationship of a CFE to a Pulsar

Pulsars are believed to be neutron stars because their very rapid pulses
of emitted energy must come from spatially small domains. The radiation emitted
has the properties of synchrotron radiation from accelerated magnetic fields.
To be a conventional star, a mass of at least 0.08 solar mass is required. A
spherical or spheroidal star in rapid rotation would be very unstable, which
implies that a small, condensed object (again of assumed spheroidal form) such
as a neutron star must be the engine of a pulsar. I have described a new non-
spherical configuration, the CFE, which has the ability to rotate electrons
over several spherical "caps" confined to ejection cones. Could this type of
rotation also explain a pulsar? The requirements are that the CFE as a whole
rotate slowly or inconspicuously since pulsars were first discovered in 1967,
that we observers are in a favored position to view the highly-directional
synchrotron emission, and that the electron sheet at the cap of the ejection
cone be in coherent motion over its width, w (note: w ~ c/v, for a pulsar
frequency v ) . It is to be emphasized that a massive material object in
rotation is not required. A sheet of electrons in coherent motion will accomplish
the radiation emission.



Given enough observation time, one could expect a pulsar's frequency to
change as its local enviionment changes. The expected trend would be for the
CFE to grow, and the pulsar to slow down. But discontinuities in a pulsar's
period would mark especially significant transients in CFE configuration.
Both slowing down and speeding up would be possible. A neutron star presumably
only loses energy and mass, and slows down. Perhaps this difference in evolu-
tion is a significant point by which to choose the model which best fits observa-
tional data.

Relationship to Herbig-Haro Objects

Axon and Taylor 5 recently reported the results of an electronographic
survey for Herbig-Haro objects (HH) in the Orion Nebula, M42. They argue that
both the HH objects and the high velocity molecular gas are driven by a very
high energy biconical stellar wind which is collimated by a dense molecular
disc. I propose to flesh out their result by providing the CFE as the engine.
Work remains to ascertain its orientation, and to see if its properties can
explain known measurements.



Appendix I. Equations for Particle Density Near a CFE

The problem of deducing the composition in the vicinity of a CFE is
highly complex due to strong anisotropies, 3-D geometry, time-dependence,
and non-linear behavior. For example, the greater the local density is at
a given point, the greater is its ability to gain energy from photons, and
to slow down fast neutrons and high-speed charged particles, thereby further
increasing its density. A full-blown transport-theory solution may, at this
time, at lease be formulated in outline. Its solution may well be within
the capabilities of today's supercomputers. The procedure required is to
define a Navier-Stokes transport equation for a space-dependent concentration

N^Cr) for each particle species i (i.e. for neutrons, jH1, 1H
2, jH3, . . . ) .

Reaction processes coupling these species, such as neutron capture, charged-
particle reactions, and radioactive decay (even for neutrons) must he accomo-
dated along with relativastic time dilation. The energy spectrum must be
suitably modeled such as by the multigroup method in common use in reactor
physics applications, or continuous-energy Monte Carlo methods may be
preferred. Solutions could be attempted for a range of simplified models
and initial conditions. Integral-equations used recursively until convered
may be the most effective solution strategy.

The problem is not simply one of diffusion or transport in a modified
diffusion equation, because the mean free path is strongly space-dependent.
Because of finite travel times for the neutrons and charged particles, the
solution will exhibit the phenomenon of retardation: the solution will have
a well-defined wave front, in additional to a disturbance which persists at
all points traversed by the wave front.

As a highly simplified example, assume that the CFE is a point source
of fast neutrons of initial energy EQ in a homogeneous medium. The Fermi
Age equation applies:

The variables q and T are the slowing-down density and the Fermi Age, where

T(E) = J "(E) dE
E o

 fe s

(A—1)2 A—1
and E, = 1 + — j r — Jin -T7T', 5 = 1 for hydrogen as the moderator. If we assume

that the majority of the neutrons slow down before they radioactively decay,
the source of new thermalised protons (and then hydrogen atoms) is then the
value of q at thermal energies. This solution is the Gaussian error curve:

q(r,O =
(47rT)3/2



Note also that T is r2/6 at radius r from the source. We have good expecta-
tion that fast neutron emission will be primarily spherical, perhaps flattened
by extra mass in the disk of the system such as the Milky Way. A central
ionized hydrogen cloud of Gaussian shape, whose gross motion is not yet
coupled to the rest of the galaxy, is expected.

If all neutrons had velocity v = 3c, and all simply decayed because the
medium was a pure vacuum, then the solution is:

A very high central H + ion density would then exist over a small radius
of perhaps 1 A.U.; and quickly fall off to very low values at ~10 A.U. Dif-
ferences in isotopic composition of planetary atmospheres in our solar system

g—
(such as A r 3 6 content from 17CI35 + o11' + 17CI36 •>• isAr36) m u s t arise

3x10 b yr
from long-term neutron irradiation effects from solar-generated neutrons,
since neutron flux is such a strong function of distance to the sun.

Far from the CFE, the inflow may be approximated by a diffusion process
for the primordial dark matter, which is assumed to be mostly neutral hydrogen.

The basic transient diffusion equation is

f =
C is the number density of "dark" matter (Co at ») and D is an effective
diffusion coefficient. For simplicity, consider near-equilibrium conditions

SC
where — -*- 0. Assume that the CFE can be replaced by a finite body which

at

acts as an absorber or "sink" to the infall. If the CFE is represented as a
spherical shell of radius a, then C(r) = C0(l - a/r) and the infall current is
Jr(r) = -DCoa/r

2. Note that a CFE limited by fuel supply cannot run in
steady state at a power beyond 4wa2Jr(a)Q, or (DCoa) x 4iiQ. Note in particular
that a CFS is limited in steady-state power to a constant x a linear dimension -
not proportional to a surface area or to a volume. Hence remote CFE's will
only be detected if they are at powers which are growing at least linearly with
"look-back" time. The same conclusion occurs even if the CFE is modeled as a
disk of radius a: the total particle infall current 1 = 4 DaCo. Again, for
an ellipsoidal absorbing surface: semi-axes a>b=c gives I = 4irDaC0/ln(2a/b).

For N disk-like absorbers of radius a on the surface of a sphere of
radius R,

4 DR Co

1 + irR/Na *

Note that I = 1/2 its maximum possible value when uR/Na = 1; i.e. N = — . For
disks of radius R/4, N is about 12.



Appendix II. Forces on Ejection Domains

Consider a "dipole" CFE with two ejection cones, back-to-back. The posi-
tive yoltage o n each plasma is Vp. In MKS units, the repulsive electrostatic
force is 3MiM2/4TT£ori2 where r^2 is

 t n e distance between them (crudely
assuming point charges), and Mi = M2 = 2e0Vp is the dipole moment of each
plasma. For two surfaces of areas Aj, A2, the electrostatic repulsion between
them is FR = 3EQ V"SAiA2/Trri2* Opposing this repulsion is an attractive
force between two parallel current segments of differential lengths A\, h.2*

U0I1I2A1A2
current strengths Ij, I2, and separation r^2 °f ^A = 2 • Ignoring

4irr12
minor factors from angles between the current segments, etc., the dominant
result is that a force balance in a potential well is created such that the
critical separation Rc °° /l2 EQ/PO Vp/JSA, where Js is the current density
at the cell surface, and for simplicity we assume A^ = A2 = A. Clearly, low-
amplitude oscillations about Rc would remain stable. Large-amplitude oscil-
lations probably would result in integral changes in the total number of ejec-
tion arms and plasma domains, and their "stable" separation Rc. A careful
analysis of forces on a CFE and its dynamic properties which result from those
forces must be carried out in order to quantitatively predict its evolution.
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SUI'F.RNOVA R E M N A N T in the constellation Cassiopeia, Cas A,
is un example of a region of our galaxy where nuclear particles art: ac-
celerated to high velocities to become cosmic rays. In this color-cixl-
cd X-ray image (obtained with a detector on the satellite named the
Einstein Observatory) the bright ring of intense X-ray emission (nil
ami wtlitw) is formed by an expanding shell of stellar material eject-
ed by the supernova explosion mixed with interstellar gas. A larger
shell of material (blue) i.s presumably interstellar gas heated by the
otilnard-lravcliug shock front of the explosion. Such shock waves
are thought to accelerate cosmic rays. On the basis of L'a% A\s esti-

mated distance of 9,000 light-years the bright ring ha.s a diameter of
about nine light-years. From the size ami expansion velocity of the
ring it is estimated that the explosion took place some 325 years ago,
but there is no record of its having been observed on the earth. It is
the youngest supernova remnant kiumn in our galaxy. In supernova
explosions the heavy elements formed in massive stars are dispersed
into the interstellar gas, changing the composition of the galaxy over
a p. :>>d of time. X-ray image was obtained by .Stephen S. Murray
ami '.A colleagues at the Center for Astrophysics of the Harvard Col-
lege '.'iscrvatnrj and the .Smithsonian Astrophjsical Observatory.
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Interpretaticn of Siapemova Ratnant A, ,as a Cosmic Fusion Engine (CFE)
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Fig. 3 Toroidal Mass Flow in a CFE
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Chnrnafccri.shicn of Cnlnc-tic Fnqinrv
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